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When You Are Truly Mine

When you are truly mine, sweetheart,
    Another rose will bloom,
Another bird will sing to me,
    The sunshine banish gloom;
And in the spaces of the sky
    Another star will shine—
The brightest of ten million stars—
    When you are truly mine.

When you are truly mine, at last,
    My cares and sorrows too
Will vanish like the silver mist—
    My dreams will all come true:
For you will be the world to me—
    My blessing from above—
When you are truly mine, sweetheart,
    To have, to hold, to love!
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When you are truly

mine, sweet-heart,

Another rose will bloom,

Another bird will

sing to me,
The sunshine banish gloom;

And in the spaces

of the sky

Another star will shine.

The brightest of ten
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you are truly mine, sweet-heart, To have, to hold, to
love!
When you are truly
mine, at last, My cares and sorrows too,
Will vanish like the
silver mist. My dreams will all come true.
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The Song Supreme

The countless thousands of people who so dearly love Dorothy Lee and her beautiful compositions, will thank us for calling their attention to Miss Lee's Song Supreme, "My Dreams". A beautiful pleading number, a song with a big heart theme, "My Dreams" is appealing and irresistible. This quiet little woman of the west has endeared herself to the hearts of many whom she has won through her immortal song "One Fleeting Hour". We hope and trust that "My Dreams" will make equally as big an appeal as her former success.

My Dreams is Published in four keys. With Violin or Cello Obligato. The list price is sixty cents and the usual discount is allowed.
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